Myanmar mining assets

City of gold

READER ADVISORY
Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward looking statements or forward looking information within the meaning of
applicable securities laws (“forward looking statements”). Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Fortem Resources Inc. (“Fortem” or
“the Company”), or developments in Fortem’s business or in its industry, to differ materially from the anticipated results, performance,
achievements or developments expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. In particular, statements concerning oil and
gas reserves may involve the implied assessment that the resources described can be profitably produced in the future, based on certain
estimates and assumptions. No independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements, estimates or
assumptions. No member of the Fortem team represents or warrants that such forward looking statements will be achieved or will prove
to be correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the forward looking statements. Similarly, no representation
or warranty is made that the assumptions on which the forward looking statements are based may be reasonable. No audit, review or
verification has been undertaken by Fortem or any independent third party of the assumptions, data, results, calculations and forecasts
presented or referred to herein. The recipient acknowledges that neither it nor Fortem intends that Fortem act or be responsible as a
fiduciary to the recipient, its management, stockholders, creditors or any other person.

Each of the recipients, by accepting and providing this Corporate Presentation respectively, expressly disclaims any fiduciary
relationship and agrees that the recipient is responsible for making its own independent judgments with respect to any transaction and
any other matters regarding this Corporate Presentation. Forward looking statements include all disclosure regarding possible events,
conditions or results of operations that is based on assumptions about future economic conditions and courses of action. Forward
looking statements may also include any statement relating to future events, conditions or circumstances. Fortem cautions you not to
place undue reliance upon any such forward looking statements, which speak only as of the date they are made. Forward looking
statements relate to, among other things, changes in the resource market; the market focus of Fortem revenue mix and margin targets;
operations priorities; and strategy for its products and solutions. The risks and uncertainties that may affect forward looking statements
include, among others, the completion and integration of acquisitions, the possibility of technical, logistical or planning issues in
connection with deployments, the continuous commitment of Fortem customers, demand for Fortem assets and other risks detailed from
time to time in Fortem filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission and Canadian provincial securities regulators. Forward
looking statements are based on Management’s current plans, estimates, projections, beliefs and opinions, and the Company does not
undertake any obligation to update forward looking statements should assumptions related to these plans, estimates, projections, beliefs
and opinions change.

SE Asia Cenozoic ARC
City of Gold Property
465 square kilometer area
Hydropower, water, infrastructure
Covers >100 surface gold mines
Mining areas cover >50 square kilometers
Large surface bulk gold tonnage target
Large porphyry related system
Large gold/copper potential at depth
Low cost heap leach gold process
This Cenozoic ARC has yield 26 major gold/copper
discoveries including Grasberg, contains the
world’s largest Gold Reserves & second largest
Copper Reserves.

Myanmar want to be westernized
Contains the world’s largest lead/zinc VMS
deposits & world class 7.3 million ton copper
deposit & largest tin/tungsten mine
Minor exploration due to historical conflicts
In 2011, US sanctions lifted, democratic government
& mining friendly

Hunting ground for elephants
City of Gold is the worlds only know property with >100 surface mines over 50sqkms

High grade gold over 10 sqkms

North discovery covers 50 sqkms
Samples from the main shaft over 2
to 5 meters returned grades to 826
g/t gold, 5% zinc, with 18 g/t gold,
and 6% copper at depth
The aim was to determine grades from
within underground edits at the
mineralized ridge
New North discovery shows large
scale spread of mineralization over
50 square kilometers. Some mine
workings appear to be up to 2
kilometres in length

Grasberg mine comparison
Grasberg, contains the world’s largest gold
deposit (100Moz) and the world’s second
largest copper deposit (24MT)]
The Grasberg mineralization lies at the
intersection of two crustal scale dextral
zones, within the Cenozoic ARC
City of Gold oxide mineralization is over a very
large scale area and appears to encompass the
high level of a large porphyry system
The City of Gold mineralization covers an area
located between two crustal–scale, dextral
regional fault zones (Sagaing & Kyaukkyan),
within the Cenozoic ARC

Baldwin property ap-4
Approved Myanmar mineral permit covers
428 square kilometers & lies adjacent to the
Bawdwin VMS Mine (105MT at 8% Zinc Eq.)
All the world’s mega VMS deposits have
repetitive deposits
Bawdwin mine hosted volcanic extend
through AP-4
Identification of 10 high priority targets
throughout AP-4. These include numerous
zones grading in excess of 5,000 pm zinc and
lead
Float sample from the Dead Buffalo Creek
target assayed at 56% lead, 4% zinc and 305
g/t silver

World class management
Brett Matich
As CEO of ASX: FXR he developed a
nickel/copper mining operation &
ASX: AZR developed a iron ore
operation, takeover in 2007 for
$300M, having grown from a $1M
market cap in 2002.
CEO of TXSV: CEV, built grass roots
magnetite property to 7.8BT
Resource and was awarded TSX
Venture Top 50 in 2012
He has identified the potential of
multiple early stage mineral
projects worldwide
He is a mechanical engineer, member
of ASCE & the Australian Institute of
Directors

William Hayden
Geologist with over with over
36 years of experience in the
mineral exploration industry,
focused on the Asia-Pacific
and Africa
Co-founder and former
president of Ivanhoe Nickel
and Platinum (now Ivanhoe
Mines)
Currently a director of
Ivanhoe Mines, Sky Alliance
Resources, Condoto Platinum,
Globe Metals & Mining, Nova
Copper, and Hong Kong-listed
China Polymetallic Mining

Andrew Mooney
Extensive experience in the Asian
and Australian natural
resources sectors including
Ivanhoe Capital Corp.
(Singapore), Bong Mieu Gold
Mining (Vietnam), Australian Bulk
Minerals (Australia), China
Industrial Minerals (China) and
Compass Resources (Australia)
Director of Bophut Investments
Limited, focused on natural
resources in Mongolia
Mr. Mooney holds a Masters of
Business (Applied Finance) from
the University of Technology
(Sydney)

Executive summary
 World class mineral discoveries are now at depths of over 1000 meters, both City of Gold
and AP-4 have identified large scale surface mineralization
 Comments from field investigations of City of Gold by Dr. Murray Hitzman:
“Appears to encompass the high level of a large porphyry related system”

“Potential to contain a large bulk tonnage gold/copper deposit at depth & clearly has the
potential for significant tonnages of high-grade gold bearing material at surface”
 World class management who have achieved multiple successes in developing mining
deposits around the world

“Myanmar – Hunting ground for Elephants”
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